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Abstract 
This report defines the design project for designing an inexpensive milk purification device using 

ultraviolet light for rural areas in developing countries. Currently farmers in Africa cannot sell milk 

obtained from their cows during the evening due to its spoilage throughout the night. Our device aims 

to sustain the palatability of milk for six hours until the milk can be sold and transported to a bulk 

refrigeration plant. These goals were translated into Functional Requirements. Three preliminary 

designs that were intended to achieve the outlined functional requirements are explored. We outline 

the experimentation and exploration to narrow the design space to a single design and present the 

manufacturing and testing process of the final design. The resulting design achieves a 92.5% reduction in 

the concentration of microorganisms found in rural farms. A budget and Gantt chart outline the 

expenditures and time usage during the project.  
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Chapter 1: Project Motivation 
1.1 Business Case Overview: 

 

The aim of this project was to develop a device to purify milk. It was developed for Meridian Design Inc. 

and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation for beta testing in Summer 2009 and the eventual 

distribution of the device to developing countries at low cost. There is no easily accessible, low cost 

method of eliminating biological contamination.  Currently farmers and consumers boil their milk, 

incurring a high cost in non-renewable energies and resources. To generate the heat required to 

eliminate pathogens, wood or charcoal must be burned. This existing purification method of boiling, also 

discourages consumption due to diminished taste and nutritional value. Milk serves as a repository for 

microbial growth and as a result of biological contamination as nearly 25% of residents in these 

countries suffer from diarrhea at any given time. Efficient purification as well as an understanding of 

scientific principals is extremely limited in these regions and as a result, many protocols or technologies 

delivered to these communities are ineffective because individuals fail to follow required antiseptic 

protocols or simply reject the devices all together due to perceived poor aesthetics and perceived lack of 

necessity.  

 

1.2  Sponsor Introduction 

Dan Matthews is the President of Meridian Design Inc. Meridian Design Inc. is a small engineering design 

firm that specializes in design projects for humanitarian application. They hold several patents in UVC 

purification technology. 

 

1.3 Mentor Introduction 

Professor Chuck Lemme at the University of Arizona, Tucson was the mentor for this project. He is an 

Engineering fellow at Ventana Medical Systems, Inc. He has 28 issued US patents to his credit. 

 

Professor Gerald Pine at the University of Arizona, Tucson was the advisor for this project. 

 
1.4 Team Members 

Iva Segalman was team lead for this project. She is a senior Mechanical Engineering student. She was 

responsible for general organization of the project. She brought product design, mechanical systems, 

and manufacturing knowledge to design process. She was responsible for guiding the prototyping 

process.  

Andrew Leonard is a senior Mechanical Engineering student. He brought knowledge of fluid mechanics,  

mechanical systems, and finite element analysis to the project. He was also responsible for managing 

the Acclaro software, creating and the Design Matrices, TRIZ analysis, and Pugh Diagrams for each 

design concept and its development. 

 

Mark Leick is a senior Biosystems Engineering triple majoring in Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics 

and Molecular and Cellular Biology in addition to his engineering degree. He has worked in a research 

bioengineering lab doing biochemistry and cellular biology for three years and a summer doing tissue 

engineering abroad.  His specialty was in biological pathogens and their impact. He was responsible for 

milk testing and assessment and directing the design for biological suitability. 

 

Melissa Zaverton is a senior in Optical Sciences. She was responsible for maximizing the purification 

capabilities of the UVC light. She brings knowledge of light, reflection, and construction to the project. 

She was also responsible for the general organization of the team.   
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Mensah Folly is a senior in Electrical Engineering. He brought a knowledge of power, circuitry and 

programming to the project. He was responsible for designing the circuit and its interface with both the 

UVC light and the power supply.  

 

1.5 Mission Statement 

The mission of this project was to develop a simple and inexpensive device that would purify milk in 

rural areas of developing countries. 

 

1.6 Problem Statement 

Farmers in these rural areas milk their cows once in the morning and once in the evening, while the milk 

brokers come to purchase the milk in the morning. Without a method of preserving the evening milk, 

farmers in these areas also lose profits due to milk spoilage or reduced taste due to boiling.   

 

While boiling does neutralize harmful pathogens, it breaks down the sugars, proteins, and vitamins. It 

also demands a high cost in non-renewable resources such as wood and charcoal.  
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2 Chapter 2: Design Scope and System Requirements 
 
2.1 Voice of Customer 

 

2.2 Top Level Requirements 

2.3 Table 2.1.1:  Customer Needs translated to Functions, Attributes and Measurables 

 
1. Purification Needs 

a. The contamination level is 200,000 cFu/mL after 12 hours from the exit of the cow. (4) 

b. Filter out fat globules, somatic cell amalgamations, and detritus (exterior debris). (3) 

c. The device eliminates 99.9% of pathogens from milk. (5) 

d. Device only needs to purify milk from cows.  No need to specify device for goats. There 

is no demand for purification of goat milk. (3) 

e. Device needs only to purify biological contaminants not chemical. (3) 

2. Capacity & Size & Rates 

a. Purifies at a rate of 1 L/min. (4) 

b. Holding capacity is 10 L with the capability of purifying 100-200 L in a day. (4) 

c. The device is portable and has the ability of interfacing with gerry cans and metal milk 

jugs. (3) 

3. Cost 

a. The retail cost will be $200 dollars with a target of $50 dollars. (5) 

4. Electronics 

a. The device will use UVC because of its low power requirement. (5) 

b. Milk should not touch UVC bulb to avoid calcification. (4) 

c. Device will use less than or equal to 12 V based on a readily available motorcycle 

battery. (5) 

d. Battery is charged by 4-inch square solar panel or recharged in town weekly. (3) 

5. Region 

a. The device will be marketed in Rwanda, Uganda, Kenya, and Bangladesh. (4) 

6. Maintenance 

a. The device can be cleaned in less than 15 minutes. (4) 

 
2.4 Top Level Requirements 

 
Table  3.2.1—1: Top Level Functional Requirements with Customer Importance Rating, Relevant CTQ 

variable, Target and Tolerance 

Top Level Functional 

Requirement 
Customer 

Importance 
CTQ 

(metric) 
Target Value & Tolerance 

Dispenses milk 5 L/min > 1 L/min 

Removes pathogens 5 CFU/mL 200,000 CFU/mL after 12 

hours 

Purifies without diminishing 

taste 
4 Taste Not distinguishable from 

unprocessed milk 

Implies Usage    
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Cleans Easily    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5 General Requirements 

 
2.6 Customer Requirements 

1. Minimum product lifetime of one (1) year 

2. Uses UVC light 

3. Safe to operate 

4. Limits milk to bulb exposure 

5. Moveable 

 
2.7 Constraints 

1. The retail cost will be $200 dollars with a target of $50 dollars 

• affects materials selection 

2. The contamination level is 200,000 cFu/mL after 12 hours 

• affects interface with milk storage container 

3. Device will use less than or equal to 12 V based on a readily available motorcycle battery 

• affects balance of efficiency between bulb wattage, power, UVC output 

4. Interfaces with gerry cans/metal milk jugs  

•  

5. Milk cannot touch bulb 

• Design Configurations, milk flow rate, entrance and exit strategy 

 

Figure  3.2.1—1: Acclaro Functional Requirements 
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3 Chapter 3: Preliminary Design Proposals 
 

3.1 Brainstorming 

Figure  3.2.1—1: Brainstorming Flow Chart 

Figure  3.2.1—2: Design Brainstorming Sketches 

 

 

Figure  3.2.1—3: (Clockwise) Metal mock up of final channel 

design; Clay model of fledgling design; Inspiration for 
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Figure  3.2.1—5: Sponsor’s Original 

Concept 

Figure  3.2.1—4: Milk Thickness Testing 
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3.2 Concepts 

 
3.2.1 Design Concept I 

3.2.2 Description 

In this design, milk is poured into a reservoir.  Milk then flows into channels and are then exposed to the 

UVC.  Exposure is controlled by the design of the channels, the orientation of the reflector above the 

bulb, and the rate milk flows from the reservoir into the channels.  The circuitry housing and bulb are 

completely embedded into the system.  Milk is transported to metal milk jugs and gerry cans with a hose 

extending from the bottom surface of the device. 

Design Matrix for Concept I 

 
 

 Figure  3.2.2—2: Design 1 FR-DP Chart  

Figure  3.2.2—1: Design I FR-DP Table 
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3.2.2a Design Limitations 

 

In this channel design, milk passes by the bulb several times.  Milk enters the collection reservoir above 

and at a controlled rate, milk is allowed to enter the channel system below.  It then exits into a hose for 

transport to existing storage containers.  The limitation is that milk only comes in contact with UVC light 

from the bulb on the top surface while the pathogens just below this top layer are allowed to continue 

to grow.  This design does not utilize a reflector or turbulent flow to increase the amount of exposure.  

In addition, the hose presents cleaning concerns for the outer hose surface. 

 

 
This design was further refined for our CDR and was modified again for the final build, the intermediate 

step is shown below: 

  

Figure  3.2.2—3: A) Design Concept 1; B) Flow-through path;  C) Cross-view of flow 

through path. 

(

A

(

B

(

C
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3.2.3 Design Concept II 

 
Description 

In this design, milk is poured into a reservoir in a collection funnel, flow is thinned out at the 

hemispherical flow obstructer, and milk is allowed to flow down the sides of a drafted cylinder.  Milk is 

exposed to UVC 360 degrees around the bulb with total absorption of the light into the milk.  In this 

case, there is no loss of UVC output.  Milk is collected at the bottom of this cylinder and exited through a 

spout. 

Figure  3.2.2—4: Spin-off of Design Concept 1 for work towards final 

device 
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Design Matrix for Concept II 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure  3.2.3—2:  Design Concept II FR-DP 

Figure  3.2.3—1: Design Concept 2 FR-DP Composition 
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3.2.3b Design Limitations 

The large limitation is that the positioning of the bulb is difficult because the simple fact that the bulb is 

below the level of the milk raises safety concerns.  In addition, this device is difficult to manufacture due 

to its more complicated geometries. 

 
 

    

  

3.2.4 Design Concept III 

 

3.2.4c Description 

In this design, milk is poured into a reservoir where it flows down a ramp.  Flow is obstructed between 

the ramp and the wall.  In thin sheets, milk flows down the quartz glass with the bulb below the quartz 

glass.  UVC output is transmitted through the glass and absorbed into the milk for purification. 

 

 

 

 
3.2.4d Design Matrix for Concept III 

Figure  3.2.3—3: A) Design Concept 2; B) Flow-through occurs around UVC lamp; C) Power 

supply is protected within funnel walls. 

(

((
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3.2.4e Design Limitations 

While quartz glass has the highest coefficient of transmissivity of UVC, it is also very expensive.  Because 

of our emphasis on cost effectiveness, this design had to be thrown out due to the shear cost of large 

pieces of quartz glass. 

Figure  3.2.4—2: Design Concept 3 FR-DP Composition 

Figure  3.2.4—1: Design Concept III FR-DP composition 
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Figure  3.2.4—4: Design Concept 3 Cutaway View 

Figure  3.2.4—3: Design Concept III Overview 
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4 Chapter 4: Final Design Selection 
4.1 Prototyping  

 

4.1.1 Prototype Manufacture 

Prototyping of this device involved several stages. The pivotal part of this design was that the passive 

mixing brought all the churning milk to the surface and exposed to the UVC before it exited the into a 

storage device. First fluid flow chamber tests had to be made and analyzed both fluid dynamically and 

biologically. Then the assembly, where the fluid flow chamber resided needed to be made.  

 

4.1.1f Reflector Design and Prototyping  

For the reflector, several boxes were made. In the picture shown, a various number of bulbs can be held 

in place to determine the optimal number of bulbs needed to purify the milk running under the bulbs. A 

reflector friction fit over the bulbs. The curve of the reflector could be changed easily.  

 
4.1.1g Fluid Flow Chamber Design and Prototyping 

Based upon advice from our Dr. Larry Sobel, our Fluid Dynamics expert, we did qualitative analysis of 

fluid flow design to determine our design direction. We studied the theory behind boundary layer 

formation on a flat plate. We paid attention to how turbulent transition was made. Then we built tests 

to determine the optimal configuration of the Fluid Flow Chamber.  

 

We took the concept that the Reynolds number  where L is the characteristic length and a 

large Re are generally turbulent. This meant that our fluid path need to be as long as week could 

construct it.  

 

The first theory driving the early prototypes of the fluid chamber was to maximize mixing. We quickly 

discovered through documenting our tests with videos and analyzing our results with Fluid Dynamic 

Experts, namely Dr. Larry Sobel, that wall shear stress or “skin friction” could damp out all mixing if 

there was a large surface wall for the milk to pass around. It was apparent that mixing was a friction 

force that could be damped out by a competing force- shear.  

 

 

Figure  4.1.1—1: Reflector Box showing various 
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The first generations of fluid tests concentrated on optimal mixing. At 2L/min, we designed into 8” x 8” 

channel chambers. Our goal was to keeping the fluid flow from developing. Mixing occurred when the 

fluid had the most torturous path without the shear at the wall damping out the mixing.  

 

We used vorticity meters of different sizes and dyes to record mixing and turning on videos. We tried 

airfoils, walls, obstacles of different shapes and sizes. We designed whirlpools and waterfalls.  

 
 

The most successful designs had perpendicular walls that forced the fluid to make the longest path 

around an obstacle but, prevented stagnation by having curved walls, at corners.  

 

From these tests we learned that the milk was travelling at too great a speed to be fully exposed to the 

UVC light, and purified. Also, with these wall designs we could create good horizontal mixing, but were 

unable to achieve vertical mixing. As a result, milk could not move easily from bottom to top and top to 

bottom.  We commenced making ceramic Fluid Chambers that were durable based on this information.  

 

In the 2nd generations of tests 

we learned that the walls need 

to be shorter. High walls 

created deep shadows, blocking 

the UVC light. We also need to 

slow the flow to 0.5L/m and 

increase the opportunity of 

vertical mixing. Vertical mixing 

was more important than the 

easily achieved horizontal 

mixing. We made these tests in 

ceramic so that they could be 

autoclaved after biological testing.  Unfortunately, our design dimensions changed to meet 

manufacturing requirements.  

 

Figure  4.1.1—2: Above are 5 examples of the 14 test that comprise the 1st generation of Fluid 

Chamber Tests. Notice that the fluid path is prevented from becoming fully developed, while wall 

surface area is kept at a minimum. 

 

Figure  4.1.1—3: Above are examples of the 2nd Generation of 

Tests. The walls are shorter than our assembly. 
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In our 3rd generation of tests, the Fluid Chamber dimension’s reflected our prototype’s dimensions, 

making our test results mush more accurate. In the 2nd generation testing we learned that the most 

important part of the fluid flow was the vertical mixing and forcing all the milk to the surface. This was 

best done by thinning the milk over the largest area. We needed to disrupt the flow so that it didn’t fully 

develop, but broke and churned vertically as frequently as possible, being forced to spread out over an 

incline.  

 

Based on Bio-testing, in our 4th generation of testing, our Fluid Chamber blank was developed into a 

gentle incline with surface texture.  

 

 

4.1.2 Prototype Testing and Comments 

From a molecular biology perspective, the most immediate goal was to develop a methodology to test 

the many prototype iterations. What this involved was an extensive literature review and speaking with 

experts in milk testing. A list of tests that were evaluated for efficacy for the project is listed in the 

biological subsystem review (chapter 5). Initially we thought that pH depression, which is caused by the 

release of metabolic byproducts of bacteria, could be used to evaluate each of the designs. This would 

have been ideal, as the cost in reagents and time was minimal. However, the correlation was poor and 

this technique was not used.  

 

To establish a baseline, the following procedure was used: 

Figure  4.1.2—1: Schematic of initial milk tests 

 

Figure  4.1.1—4: 3nd Generation Fluid Chamber Tests: 3
nd

 Generation Fluid Chamber 

Tests: The 3
rd

 Generation Tests reflected the actual size of our device. These tests were 

much more successful in preventing the flow from becoming fully developed. However, 

some of the walls were too low, which prevented the fluid from strictly following the 
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To ensure adequate sanitation of the channels themselves, the following methodology was used: 

 

And finally for each of the channels the following protocol was utilized:  

 

                         
Figure  4.1.2—5: Initial pH testing results 

Figure  4.1.2—4: Channel Testing Protocol 

Figure  4.1.2—3: Control testing protocol 

Figure  4.1.2—2: Baseline testing protocol 
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Figure  4.1.2—8: Petrifilm Count Protocols 

 

Figure  4.1.2—6: Initial pH Testing Methodologies 

After contacting Raquel Vigueria, an expert on milk testing, and attending the Gates foundation we 

decided to used a different approach for testing which involved direct counting of dilute treated 

samples. This approach allowed us to physically observe the bacterial colonies and achieve more 

reproducible results. The protocol, called a standard plate count, is relatively straightforward. Milk is 

treated and then diluted to the desired volume 

( I made test dilutions ranging from 1/20 to 

1/2000000). The solution is then added to a 

small plated called Petrifilm and allowed to 

grow for 48 hours. Each bacterium grows into a 

colony and the medium upon which it grows 

causes a color change in response to metabolic 

enzymes which allows for easier quantification. 

Below: literature from 3M about usage of 

petrifilm: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here you can see the experimental protocol in action. A 

separation funnel used in organic extractions is used to 

achieve the desired flow rate of .5L/min.  

 

Figure  4.1.2—7: Petrifilm Usage Methodologies 
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This figure shows the results of one of our more promising tests. Early on we wanted to do a 

proof of concept to see if we could actually sanitize milk with any resources. To conduct this 

test I exposed milk with ~50million cfu/mL 50mL of milk in a small petridish with a magnetic stir 

bar. The reduction was approximately our target value for the design of 99.8% of the bacteria 

neutralized. This is compared to channel design one and two which were tested using pH 

previously.  

 

Figure  4.1.2—9: Second generation 

Petrifilm testing 

Figure  4.1.2—10: Sample Petrifilm 

plates shown the result of a few 

replicates 
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Figure  4.1.2—11: Testing Results of First Generation Prototypes 

 

Figure  4.1.2—12: Extrapolation of microorganism growth based on efficacy of initial prototypes 

 

Throughout the prototyping process I had the opportunity to obtain corroboration from Raquel—

providing valuable guidance and assurance that the methods, protocols, and techniques were sufficient. 

We also looked at growth curves under several conditions to establish basil rates of metabolism for milk 

thriving bacteria.  

 

Figure  4.1.2—13: Aerobic growth curves of microorganisms in milk under different conditions 

 
Another factor we looked at was the effect of multiple bulbs—data shown in the table below.  
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4.2 Multiple Bulbs 

 
Table  4.1.2—1: Efficacy of multiple bulbs 

    test 1  test 2 
Maximum 

% reduction 

 
0 

(control) 20000000 20000000  

bulbs 1 36500 112000 0.998175 

 2 82000 98000 0.9959 
 

From this we can conclude at high cfu counts, that multiple bulbs appear to have little if any affect likely 

due to the maximum ‘killing threshold’ already having been obtained by a single bulb.  

 

Next we looked at several more channel iterations. This time we wanted to see what would happen at 

low cfu/mL concentrations and as the graph below shows, the standard plate count method appears not 

to be sensitive enough to quantify very low cfu counts <500 perhaps. Even at higher cfu counts, there is 

still large variation, even in the professional setting (Raquel was unable to quantify this control because 

the dilution factor she used was inadequate which prevented her from counting the sample and 

determining a percent reduction, however I was able to use her experimental values with my control to 

expand my data set and this is reflected in the size of the error bars in the previous stir bar graph).  

 

 
Figure  4.1.2—1 Results of second generation prototypes obtained by Raquel Vigueria 
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Figure  4.1.2—2: Results of second generation prototypes obtained by Raquel Vigueria 

 
4.3 Final Design Overview 

The UVC Purifiers Milk Cold Pasteurization device has made several cycles through the design process 

since the Critical Design Review.  In the below figure, our design proposal is shown on the left with a 

ceramic reservoir, a step for the reflector, another step for the base, a hexagonal channel system, and a 

single bulb. 

 

In our second iteration, the reservoir material was changed to plastic to fit the durability and packing 

requirements of the first beta testing to occur in June in our target countries: Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda, 

and Bangladesh.  It is important to note that ceramic is our suggested material for the final production 

after beta testing as it will create jobs in the country of sale.  By the use of a slip cast mold, the reservoir 

can be held accurately to size specifications.  In January conference in Seattle, the entire design was 

overhauled to meet the strict manufacturing constraints of a prototyper acquired at the Bill and Melinda 

Gates Foundation.  In addition, the base and channel system were partitioned into two separate pieces, 

so that different channel inserts can be tested cheaply to optimize the flow chamber.  We added a 

second bulb to cover a greater area and increase UVC-to-milk exposure.  To simplify the base, the 

channel insert, reflector and reservoir rest on a single step. 

 

In our third and final iteration, the design saw a second modification to accommodate for the loss of our 

prototyper.  The channel insert blank changed to the design shown on the right to reduce material cost 

and fit the results of the flow analysis done by Iva and Andrew in model clay.  In these tests, it was 

determined that a single gradient slope with a rippled finish or other flow impedance mechanisms 

successfully minimized the flow to thin lamellar flow while the blockades mix the different layers.  Since 

our prototyping consists of CNCing a mold and vacuum forming around or into the mold, the team was 

able to fabricate all the components (except for the spout) in house at the Architecture Wood Shop with 

countless molds modeled by Iva Segalman and help with fabricating by Paulus Musters. 
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4.4  Technical Specification 

This UVC Purifiers Milk Cold Pasteurization device holds the primary function of prolonging the life of 

milk for sale by the user, rural farmers in developing countries in Africa.  Because of the remoteness of 

certain dairy farms in Africa, chilling plants and access to conventional milk pasteurization is not a viable 

option for milk preservation.  This device will allow milk to get to market by way of bike traders 

especially the evening milk by reducing the presence of microbes and pathogens such as lactobacillus 

and brucellosis that cause the degradation and eventual spoilage of milk.  By marrying the electro-

chlorinator from Cascade Designs and a solar motorcycle charger from Belkin Labs and Meridian Design, 

this device can be independently powered in locations where the only option is off-grid power. 

 

4.4.1  Final Design Matrix 

Figure  4.1.2—1: Three design iterations 
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4.4.2 The Metrics 

Table  4.4.2—1: Pugh Analysis 

 

4.4.3 Interface Specifications 

The entire design fits together as a 

“stacking Tupperware.”  All manufactured 

components are made out of plastic 

including the reservoir, base, channel 

insert, and reflector.  All components rest 

inside the base on one shelf.  The bulb is 

inserted from a cutout in the side of the 

base 

 

 (give each criterion a score) 

Alternatives Weight 
Baseline - 

Boiling 

Current 

Prototype 

Final 

Design 

Criteria         

Microbes Eliminated 30 10 3 9 

Cost 15 3 8 8 

Safety 10 1 8 8 

Manufacturability 10 10 8 9 

Testability 5 10 10 10 

Ease of Use 10 3 8 9 

Customer Acceptance 20 1 6 10 

Score: 100 55.5 62 90 

 
(use '+1' or '-1' or '0' & tally the total) 

Alternatives 
Baseline - 

Boiling 

Current 

Prototype 

Final 

Design 

Criteria       

Microbes Eliminated 1 -1 1 

Cost -1 1 1 

Safety -1 1 1 

Manufacturability 1 1 1 

Testability 1 1 1 

Ease of Use 0 1 1 

Customer Acceptance -1 0 1 

Score: 0 4 7 

Figure  4.4.1—1: Final FR-DP & Design Matrix 
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4.5 Top Level Design: System Overview 

All components work together to flow milk into the reservoir and out the spout in the base while 

exposing the milk to UV light acting as a germicidal for the pathogens and microbes in the milk. 
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5 Chapter 5 Subsystem/Sub-Assembly Design 
 

5.1 Biological Systems Description 

Biological considerations play a large role in the design of the milk purification device. Minimization of 

microbial growth must be considered with essentially every component and every other discipline’s 

contribution. Determination of the correct thickness of the milk and distance from the bulb can be 

estimated through optical testing; however, pathogenic testing is the only way to be sure that the light 

intensity will reach the required goal. Other important considerations include designing a way to 

effectively clean the device throughout its life that makes sense to someone without understanding of 

the microscopic world. This presents multiple challenges due to the lack of pure solvents (including 

water). Additionally biological input largely determines the material selection and/or additives to aid in 

the sanitization of the device.  

 

5.1.1 Research 

5.1.1h Milk 

Milk is an important source of nutrition for much of the world, providing a robust source of vitamins, 

minerals, and calories. It is used in a variety of foods including cream, butter, yogurt, ice cream and can 

be translated into many products such as casein, whey protein, lactose, condensed milk and powdered 

milk.  

 

Milk from cows is slightly acidic with a pH of approximately 6.4. Milk contains fatty globules encased in 

lipids and proteins that keep them from clumping. These are primarily casein micelles bonded with 

calcium phosphate. Fat globules and casein micelles deflect light, living milk its opaque color. Whey 

proteins, an important source of nutrition, include a number of proteins that are solubilized in the 

matrix in addition to casein. In addition to the protein content, carbohydrates provide 40% of the 

calories found in milk and give the sweet taste of milk. The primary source of carbohydrates is the sugar 

lactose which is a dimer made of glucose and galactose. In addition to the nutrients in milk there are 

also cells from the milked cow from both the mammary tissue and the immune system.  

 

Per 100 grams of cow’s milk, the nutritional value looks as follows: 

 

Table  5.1.1—1: Nutritional Value of Cow's Milk 

Constituent g/kcal 

Water 88 

Protein 3.2 

Fat 3.9 

Carbohydrates 4.8 

Calories 66 

Sugars 4.8 

Fatty Acids (Saturated) 2.4 

Mono-unsaturated 1.1  

Polyunsaturated .1 

Cholesterol 14 (mg) 

Figure  5.1.1—1: Casein 
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Calcium 120 

Milk also contains a number of vitamins and minerals with the following benefits: 

 
Table  5.1.1—2: Vitamin and Mineral Content of Cow's Milk 

Vitamin Benefit 

Biotin, Pantothenic Acid Energy production 

Iodine Thyroid function 

Potassium, Magnesium Cardiovascular health 

Selenium Cancer preventing 

Thiamine Cognitive Function 

Vitamin A Immune function 

Vitamin B12, Riboflavin Cardiovascular Health 

Vitamin D and K Bone Health 

 

5.1.1i How UVC light Destroys Pathogens 

 

UVC is a narrow band of ultraviolet light centered around 264 nm. When this light 

crosses the cell membrane it catalyzes reactions in the DNA of single celled 

prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Light enters the cell and causes the bases thymine 

(in DNA) and uracil (in RNA) to react with one another, forming dimers. These 

dimers prevent the 5’ to 3’ catalysis of DNA polymerase in the case of DNA 

replication and ribosome action in translation of mature mRNA transcripts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
5.1.2 Cleaning Solutions 

In order for our design to be effective, it must be married with a cleaning solution to prevent 

contamination after completion of purification. This presents significant challenges due to the fact that 

in the region there may not be clean water to rinse a chemical solution following cleaning. This could 

leave a toxic residue if the chemical has not been determined to be safe for humans.  

 
Dyne 

Dyne is an Iodine based germicide produced by the company DeLaval Inc. Through exchanges with their 

aftermarket solutions manager, Phillip Wood, we learned that Dyne is used extensively by current dairy 

farmers in the US to clean their industrial sized equipment. In addition, it is EPA registered, prevents 

Figure  5.1.1—2: 

Thymine Dimers 
Figure  5.1.1—3: The Spectrum of Light 
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chemical buildup, cleans in one step without a rinse cycle, and is very cheap at 1.16 for a concentrate 

that makes fifty gallons.  

 

In talking extensively with Dan Matthews on the subject, however, we decided that use of Dyne would 

create another import item- something that people had to order when they ran out of existing stores, 

requiring dependence on an outside supplier. 

 

Chlorine 

The chemical solution we decided to go with was chlorine due to its regional availability. Our sponsor is 

working with an electrical company in developing a cheap, handheld electrolysis device that can take 

table salt, which is readily available in developing countries, and convert it to its constituents, sodium 

and chlorine. We can then use the powerful germicide to clean the device.  

 

Agion Silver-releasing Antimicrobial Agent 

In addition to the chlorine solution we plan to use antimicrobial surfaces to prevent microbial growth in 

between uses. Silver is a naturally occurring antimicrobial agent and has the distinct advantage over 

many other chemical sanitizers of being safe for humans, plants, and animals.  

 

Figure  5.1.2—1: Agion silver mechanism 

Agion’s technology involves the use of zeolite, a molecule which carries silver ions and slowly releases 

them over the life of the device. Positive ions, like sodium, exchange with the silver ions in the zeolite 

allowing silver to be releases “on demand” to microbial growth environments. Agion’s technology can 

be implanted directly into polymers during the manufacturing, providing a long term, no maintenance 

sanitary solution.  
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Figure  5.1.2—2: Agion silver chemical schematic 

To kill pathogen silver works in several different ways including preventing cellular respirating by 

blocking transport proteins in the cell wall, by inhibiting proteins involved in cell division, and by 

disrupting metabolic function. 

 

Testing (Drawn from the Kenyan Dairy Board) 

Taken from the Kenyan Dairy Board, these are possible microbial tests currently used in the region 

which we may use to evaluate our milk 

 

Milk Sampling 

Accurate sampling is the first pre-requisite for a fair and just quality control system. Liquid milk in cans 

and bulk tanks should be thoroughly mixed to disperse the milk fat before sampling. Plungers and 

dippers are used in sampling milk from milk cans.  

 

Sampling for Bacteriological Testing 

Sampling milk for bacteriological tests requires a lot of care. Dippers should be sterilized in an autoclave 

or pressure cooker for 15 minutes at 120°C before use in order not to contaminate the sample. On-the-

spot sterilization with 70% alcohol swab and flaming, or scalding in hot steam may also be used. 

 

Preservation of Milk Samples 

If a milk sample cannot be analyzed immediately after sampling, it must be cooled  quickly to near 

freezing point and maintained at that temperature until it is transported to the laboratory.  If samples 

are to be taken in the field (e.g. at a milk cooling centre) they can be preserved in ice boxes with ice 

packs. Milk samples that have been cooled in a refrigerator or ice-box must first be warmed in a 40°C 

water bath then cooled to 20°C and mixed well before analysis. Milk samples for butterfat testing may 

be preserved with potassium dichromate–one tablet or 0.5 ml of a 4% solution in a 0.25 liter sample 

bottle is adequate.  Other chemical preservatives include 0.08% sodium azide and 0.02% Bronopol (2-

bromo-2-nitro-1, 3-propanediol).   

 

Titratable Acidity 

Acidity in raw milk is developed by the action of bacteria that ferment lactose to lactic acid.  Fresh milk 

also contains ‘natural acidity’ of 0.16–0.17 per cent lactic acid due to natural ability to resist pH changes.  

Levels of acidity greater than 0.17 per cent lactic acid indicate developed acidity due bacterial activity 

that results in production of lactic acid. When determining the titratable acidity, any acid present is 

neutralized by titrating with 0.1N sodium hydroxide and the volume of titre is then used to calculate the 

level of acidity as per cent lactic acid. 

 

Resazurin Test 

The resazurin test is most widely used for determining the hygiene level and potential keeping quality of 

raw milk in terms of the number of bacteria it contains. Resazurin is a dye indicator that is blue when 

oxidized and white under reduced oxygen levels. The dye is added to the milk and judgment is made 

based on the color produced after a specified incubation time.  High numbers of bacteria in the milk will 

remove the dissolved oxygen much faster, so the dye becomes more discolored than if the milk had only 

a few bacteria.  This test can be carried out as a 10-minute, one-hour or three-hour test. The 10-minute 

resazurin test is useful as a rapid screening test that can be done at the milk reception platform. The 
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one-hour and three-hour tests are usually carried out in the laboratory and provide more accurate 

information about the milk quality, but after a fairly long time. 

 

Apparatus and Reagents 

Resazurin Tablets  

Distilled water 

Test tubes with 10 ml mark  

1 ml pipette or dispenser for resazurin solution 

Thermostatically-controlled water bath  

Lovibond comparator with 4/9 resazurin disc  

Procedure 

1.   To prepare the resazurin solution, add one resazurin tablet to 50 ml of distilled water.  Do not 

expose the resazurin solution to sunlight or store it for more than eight hours because it will lose 

strength.  

2.   With a sanitized dipper, transfer 10 ml of milk into a sterile test tube. 

3.   Add one ml of resazurin solution to the milk sample, stopper the test tube and gently mix the dye 

into the milk. 

4.   Mark the test tube and place it in a 37°C water bath for 10 minutes. 

5.   Remove the test tube from the water bath and put it in a Lovibond comparator with a resazurin disc. 

6.   Compare the color of the sample with a test tube containing 10 ml of milk but without the dye 

(blank). 

 

Resazurin Color Grade of milk Action 

Disc number  

6   Blue Excellent Accept   

5   Light blue Very good Accept  

4   Purple Good Accept 

3  Purple-pink  Fair  Separate 

2  Light pink  Poor  Separate 

1  Pink Bad  Reject 

0  White Very bad  Reject  

Interpretation of results (10-minute resazurin test) 

 

Peroxidase Test 

Principle of the test 

The enzyme peroxidase is part of the lactoperoxidase system, a natural antibacterial system that is 

active in raw milk during the first three hours after milking. Peroxidase is not inactivated by 

pasteurisation conditions but is destroyed at 75–80°C.  Thus, the absence of peroxidase in pasteurized 

milk indicates that the milk was boiled or over-heated during pasteurization. Peroxidase catalyses the 

oxidation of peroxides to other substances in the following reaction:  

Para-phenylene-diamine + H2O2 Oxidised para-phenylene-diamene + H2O 

(Light brown-blue color)  (Dark blue color) 

Procedure and interpretation 
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1.    Add a few drops of hydrogen peroxide and a pinch of para-phenylene-diamine to 10 ml of the milk 

sample at approximately 20°C. 

2.   Shake gently after addition.  

3.   Development of a dark blue color within half a minute indicates the presence  

of peroxidase in the sample and the milk has not been boiled.  

 

Brucella Milk Ring Test 

Brucellosis, a milk-borne disease, is caused by the pathogen Brucella abortus. Humans can contract the 

disease by drinking unpasteurized milk from infected cows.  

 

Principle of the test  

The Brucella Milk Ring Test (MRT) detects the presence of Brucella antibodies in milk and is useful for 

periodic screening of accredited dairy herds and in identifying potentially infected herds.  The test 

depends on the presence of: 

●  The fat globule agglutinin that is responsible for causing the fat globules to cluster and rise to the top. 

The agglutinin is destroyed by heat and violent  agitation of milk. 

●  Brucella antibodies in the milk.  

Antibodies of Brucella abortus are detected by adding to the milk a Brucella antigen which has been 

stained with haematoxylin. The antigen and antibodies (if present) form a complex that adheres to the 

fat globules and rises with them, forming a blue-colored layer of cream. If there are no antibodies 

present, the stained Brucella antigen remains suspended in the milk column below a white layer of 

cream. 

Procedure 

1.   Collect a 250 ml sample of milk from a bulk tank or can into a sample tube. The sample may be 

stored at 4°C for up to two weeks. Ensure the sample is at room temperature before testing. 

2.   Gently mix the milk in the sample tube to ensure even distribution of the  

  Color of cream ring  Color of milk column  MRT reading 

 Blue  White  +++ 

 Blue  Slightly white  ++ 

 Blue  Blue  + 

 Slightly bluer than or same as column  Blue  ± 

 White  Blue  – 

Key:  

+++ to ±  Positive for Brucella 

– Negative for Brucella 

 

Clot-on-boiling Test 

This test is quick and simple. It allows you to reject milk that has developed high acidity or colostral milk 

that has a very high percentage of whey proteins, which do not withstand heating at high temperatures. 

 

Materials 

A test tube or spoon 

A paraffin burner or Bunsen burner 
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Procedure  

Boil a small amount of milk in a spoon or test tube. If there  

is clotting, coagulation or precipitation, the milk has failed  

the test and should be rejected. 

Alcohol Test 

Principle of the method 

The stability of casein in milk depends partly on the degree of hydration of the casein particles. 

Development of acidity in milk causes partial dehydration of the casein micelles.  When acid levels are 

high enough, the addition of an equal amount of 68 per cent alcohol to milk will lead to further 

dehydration and destabilization of casein and cause the milk to clot.  The alcohol test can detect milk 

whose pH is 6.4 or lower and is more sensitive than the clot-on-boiling test which only detects milk pH 

levels of 5.8 and below. Colostrum and mastitis milk may give a positive alcohol test. 

 

Clot-on-boiling Test 

Materials and equipment 

Depending on the specific environment and facilities available, the following can  

be used: 

●   Test tube (10 ml) or small beaker (25 ml) 

●   2 ml pipette or dispenser or syringe for drawing alcohol 

●  2 ml pipette or syringe for drawing milk 

●  68 per cent alcohol. This is prepared by mixing 68 ml of 96 per cent (absolute)  

alcohol and 28 ml of distilled water. 

Procedure  

Draw two ml of the milk sample into the test tube or small beaker. Add two ml of the 68 per cent 

alcohol. Mix well and observe for any flocculation. If the test sample is of good quality, there will be no 

coagulation, clotting or precipitation, but is important to look for small lumps. You may also use an 

alcohol gun when testing samples from many farmers. 

Interpretation 

Milk will flocculate when the pH reaches around 6.4 or a titratable acidity of 0.21–0.23 per cent lactic 

acid. Acidity may be determined by titration with an alkali (see Appendix 1: Section 2). If the tested milk 

sample coagulates, clots or precipitates, it will have failed the test and the milk should be rejected.  

Because this test is quite sensitive, milk that passes this test can keep for some hours before it goes bad. 

Always carry some water for rinsing the syringe between samples. 

 

Alcohol–alizarin test (Alizarol test) 

The procedure for carrying out this test is the same as for the alcohol test but this test gives more 

information on the quality of the raw milk. Alizarin is an indicator which changes color according to the 

level of acidity. The alcohol-alizarin solution  

can be bought ready-made or may be prepared by adding 0.4 g alizarin to one liter of the 68 per cent 

alcohol solution. The advantage is that it will indicate whether the flocculation is due to mastitis milk if 

the color turns lilac as well. 

Table 3.1: Interpretation of Alizarol test Parameter Normal milk Slightly acidic Srongly acidic   Alkaline 

milk 
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pH  6.6–6.7  6.4–6.5  6.3 or lower  6.8 or higher 

Color Red brown Yellowish-brown Yellowish Lilac 

Appearance of  No coagulation;   No coagulation  Coagulation*  Coagulation**  

milk no lumps 

*Yellowish in color with small lumps or completely coagulated 

**Lilac in color; clots and flakes indicate mastitis milk. 

 
5.2  

5.3 Mechanical Systems 

 

5.3.1 Upper Reservoir- Description  

The reservoir has the simple function of holding milk and dispensing milk at a controlled rate to the flow 

chamber below.  The base of the reservoir slopes downward to a convergent point, at which point the 

milk exits through the funnel.  Milk will exit the funnel at 0.5 L/min.  In addition, the lip at the top of the 

walls is used to secure the cheesecloth filter for detritus filtering. 

 
Figure  5.3.1—1: Reservoir Dimensions 

5.3.1j Materials Selection 

The Upper Reservoir was to be made from ceramics by a slip-cast mold.  Though ceramics we maintain 

as the best option for final production, a more durable and lightweight material is needed for Beta 

testing.  We had difficulty vacuum forming the high density polyethylene (HDPE).  The high level of 

cross-linking prohibited the plastic from melting into the mold without substantial shrinkage.  Instead, 

we did testing between glycol-modified polyethylene terephthalate (PETG) and high impact polystyrene 

(HIPS).  The PETG reacted better in terms of minimal shrinkage, rigidity, and reproducibility.  In analyzing 

the structures, HIPS has a methyl group hanging off the side of its backbone structure.  This is vulnerable 

to UV degradation.  The PETG, however, is substantially more resistant to UV degradation because the 

methyl ring is a part of the backbone increasing rigidity. 
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Figure  5.3.1—2: Assembly: Reflector 

 
 

5.3.1k Research Analysis and Design 

In this design, substantial research went into material selection as well as modifying the SolidWorks 

model by Iva Segalman to fit the manufacturing capabilities of the available CNC and vacuum forming 

devices at our disposal. 

 

5.3.1l Interface 

The cheesecloth interfaces with entering liquids and the funnel interfaces with the flow chamber.  This 

funnel is manufactured separately from PETG and attached via a Weld-On 4 solvent.  This funnel is 

vacuum formed into a rapidly prototyped resin female mold with a silicon male plug. 

 
 

5.3.2 Reflector- Description  

The reflector curvature was optimized by 

Melissa Zaverton to maximize the amount 

of UVC exposure to the milk from two 

bulbs.  The curvature was CNC molded 

and wings are attached by solvent.  

 

5.3.2m Materials Selection 

Again, PETG is used and is lined with 

aluminum foil.  The aluminum foil is both 

inexpensive and has the highest 

coefficient of reflection for UV light. 

 

 

 
 

5.3.2n Research Analysis and Design 

The geometry was determined experimentally by modifying the curvature and measuring UV output 

with a UV meter. 

 

5.3.2o Interface 

The reflector interfaces with the assembly by having the wings rest on the base lip.  

 

5.3.3 Base 

The Base was designed as the 

support structure for the assembly. 

It has an overall outer dimension of 

10” x 12” x 4.5”.  

 
5.3.3p Materials Selection  

The Base, like the rest of the 

assembly was prototyped from 

PETG, a food safe, sturdy plastic. In 

the field it would be constructed of 

Figu

re  5.3.2—1: Assembly: Base 
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UVC durable HDPE. The prototype material was chosen for it’s ease of vacuum forming and it’s low 

percentage of shrinkage of 0.05%. It is FDA approved and does have the molecular structure to 

withstand UVC light for testing.  

 
5.3.3q Research Analysis and Design 

The Base went through several design iterations. It needed to meet the technical capabilities of our 

manufacturing process, vacuum forming. Its assembly also needed to be intuitive. A corner flattened 

and a visual key was made for  

 
5.3.3r Interface 

It had one “step” in its cavity that stabilizes the reflector and the reservoir. The Fluid Chamber Insert 

rests at the bottom of the Base and is held in place by the spout. The electrical housing is supported by 

the Base. 

 

5.3.4 Fluid Chamber Insert 

The Fluid Flow Chamber rests at 

the bottom of the Base. This is 

where the passive fluid mixing 

occurs. 

 

 

 
5.3.4s Research Analysis and 

Design 

This Fluid Flow Chamber is one of 

the most important aspects of was 

designed to use a minimum of 

material. This enabled the several 

channels to be constructed easily 

and at low cost through sheet 

construction, vacuum forming, and 

rapid prototyping.    The tab is a 

visual guide for orientation to the   

user. The high point is at the 

corner below directly below the funnel.  

 
5.3.4t Interface 

The Fluid Flow Chamber sits in the Base, directly below the UVC bulbs and the reflector. The tab 

protrusion acts like an orientation key, and additional a surface where the Spout is secured. The Spout 

secures the Channel insert to the Base, insuring the highest point of the incline is under the Funnel, 

receiving the milk. 

 

 

 

5.3.5 Spout 

 

Figure  5.3.3—2: Fluid Chamber Insert 
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This spout is an off the shelf part. It comes from a Rubbermaid cooler. It is 

made from HDPE plastic. It is 3 parts. A threaded male and female with a 

snap-on lid. It attaches easily by hand or with a 3/8” hex head screw driver.  

 

 

 
5.3.5u Research Analysis and Design  

 Our original design concept was to have a drainage spout that could seal 

the device for cleaning. Upon research we found that this Rubbermaid 

spout at $1.98/ea was exactly like our design concept and was also more 

cost effective than prototyping a similar item. It was the only spout on the market that not only could 

screw into itself, eliminating the need for specialized machining, but it also had a cover that without 

small parts that would be difficult to sanitize in the field.  

 
5.3.5v Interface 

The spout is inserted into the Fluid Flow chamber, and then through the Base. Securely tightening the 

spout to the base, also secures the Fluid Chamber in place.  

 

 
5.4 Optical Science Systems- Description 

 
5.4.1 Research 

5.4.1w UV-C Light 

The device designed for this project is based around one fundamental component: the UV-C light used 

for bacterial neutralization, particularly milk.  UV-C stands for the Ultra Violet ‘C’ band of light, where ‘C’ 

is representative of the highest energy, and shortest wavelength band in the UV range (as opposed to 

UV-A and UV-B, light typically attributed to sunburn).  As previously discussed, UV-C covers the spectral 

range of 280-100 nm and can be used to ionize the DNA bonds in bacteria, rendering them unable to 

cause damage or reproduce.  UV-C light is emitted by the sun, but is not common past the earth’s 

atmosphere where it is almost completely reflected and absorbed.  

 

5.4.1x UV –C Bulbs  

UV bulbs are typically created using argon and mercury gas along with a tungsten filament. Their 

production is nearly identical to that of standard fluorescent bulbs seen in office buildings, but without 

the phosphor coating which would normally absorb the emitted UV.  Bulbs can be purchased at varying 

wattages with a correlation in the irradiance (or intensity) and power consumption as the wattage 

increases. They can be ozone emitting or non-ozone emitting, depending upon the intended use.  

 

5.4.2 Analysis 

5.4.2y Bulb Selection  

As a result of the scarcity of readily available UV-C waves floating around inside of the atmosphere, it is 

not possible to make use of a Fresnel lens or other optical light concentrating method for this device. It 

is necessary to make use of a bulb source for our bacterial neutralization needs.  The ozone output of 

the bulbs is highly toxic, so we will be using the non-ozone emitting variety in our device.  

 
5.4.2z Light Attenuation  

 
Figure  5.3.5—1: 

Assembly: Spout 
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Because the light is absorbed by most materials, it will be necessary to account for proper attenuation 

and distribution of the light to minimize loss. This involves testing to determine how thick milk can be 

while still allowing light to traverse the entirety for ideal purification, testing to optimize the distance of 

the light to the milk in order to maximize area exposure without loss, and use of a reflector to recapture 

light not directed towards the milk.  

 
5.4.3 Reflector Design and Specifications 

Justification of Purpose 

In order to best distribute the UV-C light over the series of channels intended in the device, it is 

important  to use a mechanism to help redirect any stray light emitted from the bulb.  This provides milk 

in areas not directly beneath the bulb with an opportunity to experience irradiance of almost equal 

intensity as compared to that which is beneath the bulb (see Fig. 5.13 ).  This is significant to the design 

as it allows for the increase of either the rate or the thickness of the milk passing through the device, 

while still guaranteeing proper exposure and purification. 

 
Figure  5.4.3—1: How a Reflector Redirects Light 

In the figure to the left, light propagates freely in any direction from the bulb. To the right, light is 

redirected downward with a reflector. 

 

5.4.3aa Materials Selection  

Due to the short wavelength of UV-C light, it is well documented that most materials rapidly absorb it, 

and even air is known to quickly attenuate the light that passes through it.  A proper reflector would 

assist in limiting light absorbed by materials which make up the device in addition to redirecting any 

light lost from the bulb back onto the milk. There are very few materials that transmit or reflect UV-C 

without absorption. Fused silica, or quartz glass, has very high transmittance over most of the spectrum, 

including UV-C.   
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Figure  5.4.3—2: Quartz Transmissitiy vs Wavelength 

Our sponsor has worked extensively with UV-C light and has previously performed the research and 

testing to demonstrate the high reflectance properties of aluminum at the wavelength in use.  With this 

knowledge provided to us, further materials research was done to investigate the quality of the 

reflectivity.  In comparison to the intense absorption experienced by the light with most materials, it 

was found that aluminum does have excellent reflective properties for UV-C.  This reflectivity is limited 

to about 70% of the initial light intensity for standard foil aluminum and the wavelengths we are 

interested in (See Fig 5.15). However, that amount of light being captured and redistributed over the 

channels as opposed to being absorbed is significant.  

 
 

 
 

 

With aluminum chosen as the optimal material for the reflector, it was necessary to find a source.  

Interestingly, our sponsor had also found that simple home-use aluminum foil is 99.9% pure and offered 

a very inexpensive, replaceable, malleable source for the reflector.   

 

Figure  5.4.3—4: Basic aluminum 

foil is used in the device and was 

applied for testing. 

Figure  5.4.3—3: Reflectance vs 

Wavelength plot for various 

types of aluminum.  [Hatch, 14] 
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5.4.3bb Function 

Upon testing with an 18 watt UV-C bulb, it was immediately determined that aluminum foil not only 

took care of scattered light issues, but also significantly enhanced the intensity of the light hitting our 

detector at any given point beneath the foil.  This was achieved even with a relatively flat surface 

formed out of the sheet (See Fig ##- foil detector).  We had great difficulty with calculating an 

appropriate milk thickness for the device until we chose to include the reflector in our measurements.  

In terms of the overall form of the reflector, a semi-parabolic shape was chosen to be implemented. The 

shape needed to fit within and fully cover the square purification area, and there was also intent to help 

with redirecting the reflected light towards the corners more efficiently than a simple flat reflector 

would be able to. 

 

Initial milk thickness testing was performed with a set detector to milk distance.  Prior to testing, we 

knew that we were looking for a rough value of 400-500 uw/cm2 intensity reading from the detector. 

This range estimation is known to correlate with typical complete purification values for water based on 

work done by our sponsor.  

 

Table  5.4.3—1: Intensity Detection Based on Milk Thickness 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

We found that we could only use about 1 (one) mm thickness of milk as a baseline for guaranteed 

purification.  Any increase in milk thickness would have to be based on alternative mechanical factors, 

such as the bricks in the channels or the reflector.  Testing was then done with milk at 1mm thickness to 

check for light transmission through it based on bulb to milk thickness, with and without the reflector. 

 
Table  5.4.3—2: Milk Thickness Testing Without Reflector 

Bulb Distance to Milk 

[cm] Irradiance (intensity) [uw/cm2] Note: 

2.5 2000 Saturated 

3.5 2000 Saturated 

6 1923  

7.5 1560  

10 1313  

12.5 1030  

Table  5.4.3—3: Milk Thickness Testing With  Reflector 

Bulb Distance to Milk 

[cm] 

Irradiance (intensity) 

[uw/cm
2
]  

7.75 2000 saturated 

14 1400 saturated 

 

Trial Detector to Milk Distance (cm) Milk Thickness (cm) Irradiance (intensity) [uw/cm
2
] 

1 4.5 0.6 0 

2 4.5 0.4 0 

3 4.5 0.35 0 

4 4.5 0.25 20 

5 4.5 0.2 165 

6 4.5 0 (milk residue) 500 
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Clearly, the reflector significantly increases the allowed distance between the bulb and the milk. 

Without the reflector, it would not be possible to have any milk flow and simultaneous purification. This 

makes our thickness tolerances more lenient and increases the chances of proper purification as the 

milk spends more time traversing the channel.   

 

5.4.3cc Interface 

The reflector piece sits within the same compartment as the UV-C light and the channels which the milk 

will flow through.  It is positioned above the bulb so that it can direct light downwards over the top of 

the flow path (See fig. 5.17).  

 
5.5 Electrical Engineering Systems  

 

Description 

This design is composed of an electrical box which in it has different components. It consists of a circuit 

board, NE555 timer, NMOS transistors and inductors. These are the major electrical parts of the device. 

These parts are used for many years in many electronic circuits to condition, operate, and imply time 

varying applications. While some timers are design with little features, the NE555 is design with multiple 

features.  The purpose of these options is to make a long lasting device which is qualitative and power 

efficient. In the first electrical testing, ICM7555 timer in combination with a relay switch is able to turn 

on a Light indicator (LED), but not the bulb. Due to insufficient peak voltage to the bulb, 2 pairs of 

components are introduced to meet the UVC bulb requirements. The ICM7555 is replaced with NE555 

for a smaller pulse generation of 2us. A pair of CMOS transistor of N channel in combination with a pair 

of 36uH inductors is in place to light the bulb. The Gate of the CMOS (IRFSL11N50A) switches at 49.68 

kHz and requires 132ohms resistor.     

 
5.5.1 Research 

Many approaches could have been taken to light the UVC electrically. Different chips in combination 

with other electrical components were discovered, but require a lot of parts and possibly more time to 

accomplish the task. Some of the components require programming, which is time consuming and hard 

to implement in the subject of different chips and components. To save time and money, the analog way 

of powering the bulb is chosen versus the digital way. Digital meaning programming codes involve or 

dependent and analog meaning no programming involved or independent 

 
5.5.2 Analysis 

A non-programmable chip is used, so that the circuit analysis and functionality become simple. The 

NE555 is an integrated circuit (IC) capable of implementing precision timing and multivibrations. It has a 

low input and output current, and an output power of 600mW. It has a wide range of voltage ranking 

from 4.5 V to 18V. I can support a 12Volt battery and beyond up to 22V, but high voltage rating is not 

recommended. One interesting thing about this timer is that it is capable of increasing a battery’s life 

cycle and can be used with higher impedance elements such as inductors, relay switch, voltage 

converters, Transistors and many more. Since it requires a minimum of 60uA to operate, it does not 

draw a lot of current from the battery, making its consumption of power more efficient to the user. 

However, it is limited to devices that require low current to function. It operates at a frequency of 

500KHZ. It needs decoupling in order to create a clean and steady squarewaves with no noise or extra 

peaks. Decoupling is the use of a capacitor at the load to make the output current steady. The NE555 

has a functioning temperature between 25C and 70C. Its applications are mostly needed in accurate 

timing and pulse generation. These are its applications: Precision Timing, Sequential timing, Pulse 
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generation, Time delay generation, and use with high impedance elements. It is use in analog and digital 

circuits. This chip works best in 2 modes; monostable and astable. Monostable (one stable mode) is 

when the output stays in a low state until the input is triggered. Astable (never stable) is the mode 

where the input and the output are never steady. The simulation of a circuit working in astable mode 

will produce a variant or unsteady result. This mode is most seen in LED, lamp, and logic clock.  

Reed relay switch is the kind that was used in the LED test circuit. A 10A switch is sufficient to turn on 

the lamp, Led(s), sensor, and flash light. A relay switch is suitable to control low current. It changes a low 

current to high. When the small current enters the coil inside the relay, the internal switch quickly opens 

and closes to create a bigger current in the magnetic field at the external. Reed relay switches faster 

than the rest of them, especially faster than relay armatures.   

The circuit board is a rectangular white semiconductor bread board loaded with small metal/copper pins 

to conduct current.  

The circuit board is about 6x2” in dimension.  

 
5.5.3 Schematics and Design 

The version of software used is PSpice Capture CIS Lite Version 9.2. The circuits built are simulated in 

Pspice. The basic schematic of the NE555 timer and the relay switch is shown in figure (Fig) 5.4.3-1. 
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Figure  5.5.3—1: Astable configuration of NE555 timer 

 
NE555 timer is acting as a high frequency driver in this circuit. It is an integrated circuit capable of 

implementing precision timer and multivibrations. It has a functioning temperature of 25C to 70C. 

Its application is identical to ICM7555  

NE555 

 
Figure  5.5.3—2: NE555 Timer 

R735D1012 relay switch is acting as a current booster in this circuit. It is an integrated circuit of two 

switches and an inductor. Its function is to convert a small current into a big current. In this case, it 

converted the 60uA to 20mA to be able to drive the LED.  
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Figure  5.5.3—3: R735D1012 Relay Switch 

 
5.5.4 Dimensions (Housing, Circuit) 

The housing is 6” long, 2.5” in depth and 1.75” high. 

The circuit (board and parts) is 6” long, 2”wide (depth), and 1.5” high.  

 

5.5.5 Interface (with Device) 

The board is glue to the bottom of the bulb. It is then placed in the housing at the bottom of the device. 

The housing is screwed on top in order to access the circuit. The housing has one long cable with a plug 

connectable to a cigarette lighter socket. The socket has an external cable, positive and negative to 

connect to an ordinary 12 V battery; most likely a motorcycle battery. 

 

So
ck
et

 
Figure  5.5.5—1: Manufacturing of Electrical Components 

 

 

6 Chapter 6: System Build 
 

6.1 Manufacturing of Individual Components Overview 

The goal of the prototype manufacturing design was to develop a repeatable, low-cost manufacturing 

process that could be used by Meridian Design to quickly produce 6-12 units for beta testing using 

vacuum forming.  

 

The Assembly and its molds had to be designed for vacuum forming, and a mold material at to be 

chosen, as well as a good prototyping material.  

 

The mold material needed to be low cost, soft to CNC quickly, get structurally sound to withstand the 

pressure of the vacuum forming machine. After a failure using polystyrene, which crushed, we settled 

upon using MDF, a compressed wood product. It was inexpensive, milled quickly and held form under 

vacuum pressure.  
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Although the ideal plastic for long-term use was HDPE, under vacuum forming, the shrinkage was not 

uniform, and at 0.02%, it was dramatic. We quickly looked for an FDA alternative. We, through the 

guidance of the Architecture Department and Scott Franken at Containerware Inc. settled on PETG as an 

appropriate alternative the was both FDA approved, and at 0.0005% shrinkage, it had a high rate of 

vacuum forming success.  

 

6.1.1 Manufacture of Mechanical Components  

6.1.1dd Manufacture of Reservoir  

 
 

 

 

The cavity was milled out by the CNC machine. Then the cavity was sanded and coated, primed, and 

sealed. Finally it was placed in the vacuum chamber where several temperature and materials tests 

were run to ascertain ideal thermoforming conditions.  

 

 
 
6.1.1ee Manufacture of Base 

 

The base was initially constructed in MDF and formed using a CNC router to make a one part mold. 0.1in 

PETG clear sheet was used. Upon vacuum forming we learned that the narrow wall distance between 

the inner and out walls did not allow enough PETG into the channels, making structurally unsound, thin 

walls of approximately 0.008in thick. Tests were run and to solve this issue, then the mold was cut into 

two parts as shown. The larger cavities allowed for the 0.1 plastic surface area to accommodate the 

height of the pull, resulting in a thicker, more structurally sound wall of about 0.02-0.09in.  

 

0.1in PETG was the thickest sheet we could use as this thickness put the MDF mold at it’s heat limit.  

 

 

Figure 6.1.1.2: Manufacture of 

the Base: Cutting apart of CNC’d 

mold to enable a thicker wall 

thickness during vacuum 

forming. 

Figure 6.1.1.1: Manufacture of the Reservoir: Sanding the Mold, Drilling air access 

points through the mold, Vacuum Forming the Mold 
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6.1.1ff Manufacture of Reflector 

 

The Reflector was constructed in 3 parts. The curvature was cut out of the mold using the CNC 

Mill. Then, the side supports of the Reflector were made with a Laser Cutter to the exact 

dimensions of our Assembly. The side supports were then thermoformed to fit into the Base, 

and finally bonded onto the parabolic curve of the Reflector using Weld-on 4. 

 

6.1.1gg Manufacture of Channel Insert Blank 

 

 

 

The channel blank was constructed in the same manner as the reflector using MDF, the CNC router and 

vacuum forming to produce the shape.  

 
6.1.1hh Manufacture of Channel Insert Designs  

The channel designs for the Fluid Flow Chamber were made by constructing ‘insert papers’ were designs 

were made on paper by using various obstructions and then inserted into the Channel Insert Blank just 

prior to vacuum forming. This process allowed and will continue to allow quick, easy fabrication of 

future designs.  

 

6.1.1ii Manufacture of Funnel 

 
 

 

Figure  6.1.1.5: Manufacture of Funnel: (fr left to right) Rapid Prototyped Mold in Plastic Resin with Male 

Plunger Mold, Bottom of Female Mold, Molds Together, finished vacuum form 

 

Figure 6.1.1.3: Manufacture of the Reflector: Securing the MDF to the CNC Router, the CAD is 

translated into the material, Iva watches for computer error or machine malfunction 

 
Figure  6.1.1—1: Three Step Process for Channel Development 
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The Funnel presented several manufacturing challenges. Due to its size it could not be vacuum formed 

easily. Using a positive mold, the plastic tended to “fin,” leaving obstructive plastic walls fanning out on 

all sides of the Funnel.  

 

To get an accurate form, 2 molds need to be made: a male and a female. A negative mold needed to be 

made. For this mold, a Rapid Prototyped Plastic Resin was used. The mold was designed as a support 

structure around the negative shape of the Funnel. At the bottom a wind tunnel was designed to allow 

the vacuum pressure access to our cavity. For the male mold, a plug was made using the female form 

and a handle was attached. 

 

While the vacuum chamber was in operation, the male form was gently pushed into the female mold, 

pushing the PETG into the narrow depth need to form the Funnel.  

 
   

6.1.2 Manufacturing of Electrical Components  

The circuit’s parts are soldered together on the breadboard. Two wires, one positive and the other 

negative are attached to the positive and negative rails of the circuit. The two wires merge into one 

single wire which has a plug (car cell phone charger plug). The timer is from the NE (National Electronic) 

family, the inductors are 4 x18uH, and the transistors are from the MOSFET family. 

 

 
Figure  6.1.2—1: Left: Inductor;  Right: NMOS Transistor 

 
6.1.2jj Manufacture of Circuit Housing 

 
Figure  6.1.2—2: The light Assembly 
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7 Chapter 7: Testing/Results 
 

7.1 Biological Final Testing  
7.1.1 Final Testing Methodologies and Protocols 

With the initial tests we were looking just to screen a large number of samples to effectively distil the 

most promising candidates. The rudimentary methodology of simply letting milk acquire existing 

bacteria until it reached high levels was sufficient for eliminating poor designs, however it was 

insufficient to gain strong quantitative results that we could stand by.  

 

We knew the most reliable and reproducible results could be obtained by inoculating milk and then 

looking for the percent reduction. We also knew that our device would have varied efficacy at different 

concentrations of microorganisms and we wanted to be able to quantify this.  

 

To achieve these goals we selected the most promising prototypes shown below and exposed them to 

two UVC bulbs while milk flowed through a separation funnel at .5L/min. We picked four concentrations 

1,000, 10,000, 100,000, and 1,000,000 cfu/mL of both e. coli and a mix of e. coli staph, strep and other 

aerobic organisms to see if efficacy varied across species.  

 

Petrifilm donated by 3M was used to plate samples and quantify bacterial counts. Decade dilutions were 

used for the highest concentrations, while the lower concentrations had a single data point. The final 

experiment resulted in 120 data points (120 total plates to count) for the four prototypes.  

 

final experiment resulted in 120 data points (120 total plates to count) for the four prototypes.  

Figure 7.1.1.1 Final Validation Testing   Figure 7.1.1.2 Final Designs Tested 

7.1.2 Final Testing Results 
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Figure 7.1.2.1 Final testing of Prototypes  

 

Figure 7.1.2.2 Final testing of Prototypes  

7.1.3 Final Testing Analysis 

The clear winner in our final validation was Prototype A which showed broad efficacy across all the 

organisms and concentrations. If we take these results and apply them to the concentration of aerobic 

organisms found in the field (E. Nanu et. Al 2007 conducted a study in India on microorganisms at 

various points along the milking pathway and found approximate cfu/mL counts around 2.5 million for 
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milk straight out of the cow) We can take this and use a logarithmic extrapolation (3.995ln(x)+33.6) 

extrapolate the efficacy of our device at a higher concentration to be 92.5%.  

 

Figure  7.1.3—1: Extrapolation of prototype efficacy at higher concentrations 

From the efficacy and the cfu/mL counts from India we can develop a growth curve which tells us what 

the bacterial level will be several hours after treatment. 

 

 
Figure  7.1.3—2: Extrapolation of prototype efficacy versus untreated milk 

We can see in the prototype A  UV treated milk after six hours we have a count of twelve million cfu/mL 

while in the untreated milk we have a count of 160 million cfu/mL.  

 
7.2 Electrical Final Testing  

1st Electrical Testing 

The first circuit built with the ICM7555 together with the relay switch and a resistor of 330ohms only 

turned on the light indicator LED. (LED is in place to indicate that the device is in function). This circuit 

could not turn the UVC bulb on due to the low output voltage supplied to the filaments in the bulb. This 

test was unsuccessful to turn on the bulb. 
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Figure  7.1.3—1: Frst Circuit Design 

2nd Electrical Test 

 

 
Figure  7.1.3—2: Second Electrical Circuit Design 

In order for the bulb to light, it needs a high peak voltage of 60V on one filament (each filament has 2 

pins) and 12 V on one pin while the other pin is grounded. 

 
3

rd
 Electrical Test, Final Testing Methodologies and protocols 

The final test involves 2 NMOS transistors, 2 inductors of 36uH and 1 timer (NE555). There is a 113.5 

ohms resistor attached to the timer to drive current. The NMOS transistor produces 2us squarewaves 

that create the high peak voltage needed to turn on the bulb. One filament lights first, then it ignites the 

gas (mercury) in the bulb and the bulb lights.  

     
 

Figure  7.1.3—3: Circuit on Bread board         Figure  7.1.3—4: Power Supply setting 

 
7.2.1 Final Testing Results 

With the use of the “IRFSL11N50A” NMOS transistor and the 36 uH inductors, the UVC bulb is able to 

turn on effectively. 
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Figure  7.3.2—1: Illustration of Vertical 

Mixing and Vorticity made by 90o barrier. 

     
Figure  7.2.1—1: (Left to Right) UVC bulb is on; UVC intensity higher; Bulb Connectiosn (respectively: 

high voltage, 12V, ground) 

 

7.2.2 Final Testing Analysis 

“IRFSL11N50A” NMOS transistors and the inductors played a very important role in this circuit. Without 

these 2 parts, the circuit would not light the bulb.   

 

 
Figure  7.2.2—1: Working Circuit and Bulb 

 

 

7.3 Mechanical Final Testing  
7.3.1 Final Testing Methodologies and Protocols Mechanical  

In our final testing for the Fluid Flow Chamber, we took the best designs from our 3 generations of 

testing and from those, we created a hybrid of the most successful. 

 

 

 

  

7.3.2 Final Testing Results  

Our most successful Fluid Chamber was one that kept the fluid in the tray for 

the longest period of time, while preventing the flow from becoming 

developed. Narrow passageways were created to elongate the path of the 

milk, slowing it down. Then, turbulent transitions were forced by the 

introduction of small obstructions.  

 

 

 

 

Figu

re  7.3.1—1: Optimal 

Fluid Chamber 

Design 
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7.3.3  

7.3.4 Final Testing Analysis  

These disruptions created vertical mixing, or effectively a “waterfall,” moving the milk up to the surface, 

exposing it to the UVC lights. Vertical mixing created more successful bottom to top and top to bottom 

mixing than horizontal mixing of the milk. Vertical mixing was essential for optimal UVC exposure. 

Combined with an extended path, lengthening the period the fluid remains under the UVC, the 0.15” 

high, circular disruptions on the floor of the Fluid Chamber Insert created the maximum amount of 

vertical vorticity, preventing the flow from becoming either fully developed or  damped out by shear 

force “skin friction.”  
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8 Chapter 8: FMEA 
 

Component Function Failure Mode Consequence Cause Mitigation 

Loss of Milk 

Hold Milk Plastic Leaks 

Circuitry Failure 

Cracks in Plastic 
Controlled Manufacturing 

Process 

Milk Stone Buildup Chlorine Wash 
Blockage in 

Funnel 

Milk is Not Allowed to 

Enter Channels Detritus Blockage Cheese Cloth Filtration 

Small Crevices Fillet All Edges 

Reservoir 

Dispense Milk 

to Channels 
Milk Stays in 

Container 
Loss of Usable Milk 

Milk Stone Buildup Chlorine Wash 

Fails to Redirect 

UVC Light to Milk 

Insufficient UVC 

Exposure 
Incorrect Curvature Optimize Orientation 

Back Splatter Raise Reflector 

Leakage from Plastic 
Controlled Manufacturing 

Process 

Reflector 

Reflects UV 

Light Back to 

Milk 
Milk on Reflector Attenuation of Reflection 

Wear on Aluminum 
Replace Aluminum or Fine 

Coating 

Fails Flow in Thin 

Sheets 

Milk is Not Adequately 

Mixed 
Too high of flow Decrease Flow Rate 

Laminar Flow Raise Blockade 

Uniformly 

Expose Milk to 

UVC Light Fails to Disturb 

Flow Vertically 

Milk is Not Adequately 

Mixed Milk Backed Up Lower Blockade 

Poor Hermetic Seals Higher Quality Gasket Seal Moisture 

Compromises 

Circuitry 

System Shorts Out 

Back Splatter Raise Housing Holds Electrical 

Components 
Fails to Hold 

Electrical 

Components 

Device is Not Durable Inadequate Support System 
Design to Support Housing 

Not Bulb 

Adding Bridge Supports 
Reservoir Slips into 

Channels Increase Material Thickness 

PETG Base 

Hold Reservoir 
Reservoir 

Deforms Base 

Reservoir  Crushes Bulb 

Base Not Structurally 

Sound 

FE Analysis 

Detritus/Milkstone Buildup Pre-Filtration & Cleaning Dispense Milk 

to Existing 

Containers 

Fails to Dispense 
Milk Backs Up and 

Compromises System User Error Better Cognitive Design 

Spout 

Spout Seals for 

Cleaning 
Fails to Close Inable to Sanitize System Insufficient Locking System Redesign Locking System  

Fails to Purify 
Device Does Not Slow 

Bacterial Growth 
UVC Fails to Penetrate Milk 

Turbulence Ensures Uniform 

Exposure 

UV Bulb Neutralize 

Pathogens 
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Figure 8.1—1: FMEA 
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9 Chapter 9: Project Management 
 
9.1 Project Management (Gantt chart)  

From Jan-22 to Feb-12

Task1 to 12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Start Date Completed Remaining

 

 Feb-1 to March-12

Task 41 to 65

2-
24

2-
26

2-
28

3-
2

3-
4

3-
6

3-
8

3-
10

3-
12

1

2-electrical

3

4

5

6

7-material

8-dimension

9

10

11

12-Prototype

13

14

15-optical,emission

16

17

18

19

20

21

22-Bio,odor

23

24

25

Start Date Completed Remaining

 
Figure  7.3.4 —1: Gantt Chart 
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Table  7.3.4 —1: Gantt Chart Description 

 
Figure  7.3.4—2: Gantt Chart (Continued) 

 

 

 

Tasks Details Number Date completed remaining 

Assigned 

to Grades 

ENGR notebook review 

Label all documents(write 

descriptions) Task140 28-Apr 10 0 Andrew 2 

(4/30) Fill in the blanks(update content) Task141 29-Apr 8 0 Iva   

  Post electrical documents Task142 28-Apr 5 0 Mensah   

  Post Mechanical documents Task143 28-Apr 5 0 Andrew   

  Post Fluid dynamic documents Task144 28-Apr 5 0 Iva   

  Post Biosystem documents Task145 28-Apr 5 0 Mark   

  Post Gantt chart Task146 30-Apr 5 0 Mensah   

Final report (4/30) Write report with complete details Task147 23-Apr 10 0 Melissa 19 

Design day presentation create posters Task148 2-May 25 0 Iva 25 

(5/5) analyse/organize contents Task149 3-May 5 0 Iva   

  review posters Task150 4-May 5 0 Mensah   

  Communication with Sponsor Task151 4-May 15 0 Mensah   

  review posters Task152 4-May 5 0 Melissa   

  practice coordinator Task153 4-May 5 0 Andrew   

  demonstrate project Task154 5-May 5 0 Mark   

  demonstrate project Task155 5-May 5 0 Iva   

  correspondance with sponsor Task156 5-May 8 0 Iva   

Sponsor Receipt 

delivrable give sponsor final paper/receipt Task157 30-Apr 5 0 Andrew 5 
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Figure  7.3.4 —3: Project Schedule by Iva Segalman 

 

 

9.2 BOM 

 

Electrical components bundle include:  

 

Table  7.3.4—1: BOM 

Resistors Regular to pass current 2 0.1" <0.1lbs 

Cables alligator clips for measurement 4 6ft 0.25lbs 

wires electric wires for connection 6 <0.1" <0.2lbs 

Leds Bright red, LED1060  to show operation 1Pack(6) 0.1" 0.2lbs 
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UofA Contribution to BOM       

Item Description Supplier Price EA Quantity Price  

Total 

Including 

Shipping 

Quartz Petri Dish 

Optical Attenuation of UVC 

Light Study 

Technical Glass 

Inc.  $     70.00  1 

 $     

70.00  

 $         

125.36  

Threaded Drain Plugs 

Prefabricated Sealable Exit 

Spout Igloo  $       5.99  2   

 $           

19.60  

FoamBoard, Glue, Cutting 

Blades 

Materials for Testing Box 

Construction for Bio/Opt 

Posner's Art 

Store  $  165.80  - 

 $  

165.80  

 $         

165.80  

Plastic Welder Plastic Welder Wesco Tools  $  120.00  1 

 $  

120.00  

 $         

136.30  

Weld-on 4052 

Solvent to Bond ABS for 

Circuit Housing McMaster Carr  $     18.00  1 

 $     

18.00    

HDPE Rod Spout extension McMaster Carr  $       2.68  1 ft 

 $       

2.68  

 $           

27.59  

Polyethylene (HDPE) Sheet 

1/16" Thick, 24" X 36 

Plastic Vacuum Forming 

Tests McMaster Carr 

 $       9.68  

  

 $     

29.04    

Polyethylene (LDPE) Sheet 

1/16" Thick, 24" X 36" 

Plastic Vacuum Forming 

Tests McMaster Carr 

 $       8.97  

  

 $     

26.91    

Loctite Superflex RTV 

SILICONE Sealant Number 

30518, 12-Ounce Tube 

Plastic Vacuum Forming 

Tests McMaster Carr 

 $     18.73  

  

 $     

18.73  

  

Weld-on #3 Cement for 

Acrylics 1 Pint Can 

Plastic Vacuum Forming 

Tests McMaster Carr 

 $     12.77  

  

 $     

12.77  

 $         

105.51  

0.060" x 48" x 96" PETG clear 

(plastic sheet) 

For vacuum forming Insert, 

Reservoir, Reflector Port Plastics  $     44.00  3 

 $  

132.00    

0.10" x 48" x 96" PETG clear 

(plastic sheet) 

For vacuum forming Base, 

Funnel Port Plastics  $     60.00  3 

 $  

180.00    

Weld-on 4   Port Plastics  $     10.90  1 pint 

 $     

10.90  

 $         

405.57  

Switch- SPST Mini Rocker with 

Green LED 

Switch for Electrical 

Housing Parts Express  $       2.90  2 

 $       

5.80    

1591CSBK 4.7" x 2.6" x 1.6" 

ABS General Purpose Case 

Electrical Housing to be 

Retrofitted for Our Device Parts Express  $       4.34  4 

 $     

17.36  

 $           

34.20  

6" 3/8"dia End Mill for CNC 

Router 

Drill Bit to Enable Making of 

Base Mold of 4.5" Depth K Tec Equipment  $  181.00  3 

 $  

543.00  

 $         

611.23  

5 Custom Shirts 

Shirts for Design Day 

Presentation Kolas Llc  $  166.69  5 

 $  

166.69  

 $         

166.69  

       

       

Sponsor's Contribution to 

BOM             

Polyethylene (HDPE) Sheet 

1/16" Thick, 24" X 36 

Plastic Vacuum Forming 

Tests McMaster Carr 

 $       9.68  

2 

 $     

19.36    

Polyethylene (LDPE) Sheet 

1/16" Thick, 24" X 36" 

Plastic Vacuum Forming 

Tests McMaster Carr 

 $       8.97  

2 

 $     

17.94  

 $           

44.55  

Primer Primer for Molds Ici-Delux  $     31.98  1 

 $     

31.98  

 $           

31.98  

Glue, Dremel Attachments, 

Saw For Mold Assembly Ace Hardware  $     35.00        
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Table  7.3.4—1: Additional BOM Information submitted by Iva 

 
 

 

Drill bits Fosner Drill Bits for Molds Home Depot  $     20.00  2   

 $           

40.00  

Clay Clay for Channel Design 

Tucson Clay Co-

Op  $     17.00  4 

 $     

68.00  

 $           

68.00  

Laser Cutting 

Laser Cutting for Bulb 

Assembly Storage 

Architecture 

Dept  $     10.00    

 $     

10.00  

 $           

10.00  

Rope, vinyl dots, wood rod 

Channel Insert Design 

Materials Home Depot  $     80.00    

 $     

80.00  

 $           

80.00  

Printing for Poster      $  220.00    

 $  

220.00  

 $         

220.00  

       

Materials Donated By UofA 

Architecture Department             

MDF 

Material for Molds, 10" x 

12" x 5"     6     

Rapid Prototyping 

Rapid Prototyping for 

Funnel     1     

PETG Sheet 

16" x 20" Sheet for Plastic 

Tests     10     

6" CNC end mill drill bit Overage of custom order     1     

Misc Laser Cutting  Misc Laser Cutting      1     

Drill bits Drill bits     3     

       

Donated by Iva Segalman        

Tucson Clay Membership Ceramic Channels    $65/mo 3mo     

Channel Materials              

Glues, Solvents, Adhesive 

Syringes, etc             

Enamel For Molds, Spray Paint             

Kiln Use             

Report Printing Report Printing (2x 85pgs)           

Jewelry Studio and Tools              

       

Donated by Arizona Herd 

Association       

Petri Film             
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10 Chapter 10: Specification Review 
 

10.1 Review 

At this point of the design, we have met all the Function requirements. The requirements have changed 

from the size to the number of bulbs used. The timer has changed from ICM7555 to NE555 to get a 

better pulse generation in order to switch the MOSFET Gate more efficiently. 2 us pulse is needed to 

avoid delay when lighting the bulb. 

 

 

 

11 Recommendations 
There are several areas in which our device could be improved due to limitations outside of our control. 

At the Gates meeting in Seattle we were provided with a primary prototyper who set specific size 

constraints on our device, leading to a smaller than desired surface area for treatment. When this 

prototyper ultimately fell through we were left with insufficient time to redesign our CAD and molds to 

produce a larger device. A future iteration of the device should make one of its primary focuses 

increasing the available surface area as this likely correlates directly to the device’s efficacy.  

 

Secondly, we opted to include a second bulb before we fully understood milk and its properties. Initial 

tests comparing the efficacy of one bulb versus two bulbs showed minimal increase in kill percentage 

when a second bulb was use. We believe this is due to the incredible opacity of milk. A single UV bulb 

will provide sufficient ‘killing power’ for a reasonable surface area and its penetrance is limited by the 

protein micelles which prevent its transmission through the milk. Since the UVC only penetrates a 

millimeter into the milk, there is no gain by adding a second bulb because anything on the surface will 

be neutralized by a single bulb. Future improvements should focuses on improving vertical mixing and 

surface area utilization.  

 

For testing we recommend that future studies use 3M petrifilm (which is now donating reagents and 

resources to the project) to quantify microorganisms. These plates provide reproducibility as well as 

rapid result turnaround. Additionally these would serve as an excellent tool to measure the efficacy of 

the devices in the field.  

 

Vacuum forming served as a good prototyping method and would allow a number of future devices to 

be made in a relatively short period of time once molds are produced.  
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14 Appendix A: Answers to questions from presentations 
 

Post PDR Questions and Responses 

 

Q:      What is the “C” in UVC? 

A: The "C" in UVC corresponds to the C band of Ultraviolet light.  It has the shortest wavelength 

with a range of 280 nm to 100 nm and also carries the most energy.  It is often used to disinfect 

laboratories and purify water.  

 
Q:       Can we run the light directly off the 12V power? Do we really need to design our own circuitry? 

 A:       Yes, we do need to design the circuit. With the 12V battery directly connected to the bulb, there 

wouldn't be voltage regulation. Regulation of the voltage is important because current and power will 

be affected if the voltage entering the bulb is too high. Too low will result in the bulb working poorly or 

not working at all.  

Also, the bulbs are manufactured with 1 to 4 pins at the base, so it needs electrical connection to be 

able to work. 

 

Q:      Is shipping the device a design concern? 

A:  No, shipping of the device is not a concern at this time. Ideally, these devices would be 

manufactured in the countries where they'd be used, creating jobs and industry in these parts of the 

developing world. However, since the UVC bulb is a complicated piece of equipment, this along with the 

electronic components may be shipped independently while the rest of the device is fabricated in the 

country of origin.  

  

Q:       If shipping is a design concern, are we concerned about bulb breakage during shipment? 

A: If we decide to ship the bulb this may be a concern, however the bulb has been classified as 

"very durable" by the manufacturer and with sufficient packaging this should not be an issue.  

  

Q:       What is the size of the 12V battery? 

A: L x W x H ~ 6" x 3.5" x 4"  

  

Q:       Are we designing the device to take replacement bulbs? 

A: Since the bulb is the most costly component, we will design our device to irreversibly integrating 

the bulb into the system.  Introducing disassembly opportunities may cause users to inadvertently break 

the bulb and expose themselves to UVC exposure.  Also, we introduce more entry points for 

recontamination through disassembly. Furthermore, since the bulb comprises most of the cost of the 

device, simply purchasing a new device in the event of bulb breakage would be the most prudent course 

of action.  

  

Q:       How are we designing for vibration? 

A: Shipping concerns for the bulb are addressed above and the only other vibration possible is a 

concentrated shock by dropping this device.  We can design for this by protecting the bulb and having 

the bulb integrated into the system and dissipating this shock energy to the rest of the device.  

  

Q:       How are we addressing durability- for instance are we designing the device to withstand a drop? If 

yes, is our concern a 3ft drop, 6ft drop, more? 
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A: We can design this device for a 4 ft drop off of a standard counter top by dampening shock to 

the light bulb and using a higher grade plastic.  This may not be necessary because of the increase in cost 

and the fact that users would not misuse this device simply for its monetary value alone. This 

determination will include a cost/benefit analysis to determine if increasing shielding for a potential fall 

will outweigh the cost of simply purchasing a new device in the event of falling due to the small nature 

of said risk.  

 

 

Post CDR Questions and Responses 

 
Q: What are you doing to prevent breakage and contamination of the bulb because of the 

removable parts? 

A: The device is able to be taken apart in the event of a problem or in the case of bulb failure for 

replacement. However, it is not meant to be pulled apart in general and should not be at high risk for 

breakage or contamination. 

 

Q: How will light be able to reach the corners of the device? 

A: Our reflector is designed specifically to help direct light towards all parts of the channels in the 

device- including the corners.  

 

Q: Will there be stagnant areas in the channels? 

A: Gravity helps the milk and any cleaning solution to flow downwards through the device while 

also simultaneously experiencing the series of expansions and contractions designed into the tray. This 

should limit the chances of stagnation. 

 

Q: Have you calculated Reynolds Number for the turbulence aspect of the device? 

A: We created a mock-up device which was representative of our channels to check the flow 

testing. We found that the milk was able to flow, become turbulent, and travel through the channels 

while getting exposure to the top of the channel. 

 

We have since calculated Reynolds Number for our device. We also realized that mixing, rather than 

turbulent flow is what we require for our device. Fluid flow research is still in progress, and the team is 

seeking outside support to assist in the checking of calculations and concepts.   

 

Q: How will you be charging the battery if your customers are ‘off the power grid’ 

A: Our device is limited to operation on a 12V battery supply, but we are not responsible for 

actually powering the device or compensating for power source considerations. 

Customers are able to locally go and recharge their batteries for a small fee if necessary. 

A 10W solar panel currently in development by our sponsor may be used as well. 

 

Q: Why are you paying for your device to be prototyped? We have a rapid prototyping machine on 

campus. 

A: Our device is made primarily of ceramic material, which will need to have a mold cast for long 

term use and reproduction. We are also interested in developing relationships with suppliers who may 

be able to assist with low-cost development for the product lifespan. 
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15 Appendix B: Detailed Listing of Contributors to this Document 
 

Russell Beam, UofA MSE graduate student- Materials Selection of Plastics and Their Additives.  

Jon Van Lew, UofA ME graduate student- Fluid Dynamics 

Professor Larry Sobel, UofA AME- insight into Fluid Dynamics 

Dan Matthews- Meridian Design 

Gerald Pine- Faculty Mentor 

Jeff Trogolo Chief Technology Officer of Agion Techologies- Antimicrobial surfaces information 

Phillip Wood- Information on Dyne 

Allen Godard, UofA Mechanical Engineering, Preliminary Solidworks Modeling 

Robert Case, UofA Mechanical Engineering, Preliminary Solidworks Modeling  

Plastics Manufacturing Expert: Scott Francken at Containerwar Inc., specializing in thermoforming boxes 

for testing circuits.  

 

Prototyping assistance:  

Special heartfelt thanks to the Paulus Musters and the Materials Lab at U of A’s Architecture 

Department without whose help and generosity we couldn’t have completed this project. 

 


